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Assalamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullah,

As I conclude my third year in post as 
Secretary General and enter the final 
twelve months of this second term, the 
work and impact of the Muslim Council 
of Britain on our communities and 
wider society continues to grow apace, 
Alhamdulillah. With a more diverse 
Executive leadership team since the 
last election in 2017, supported by a 
growing and diverse staff team, we have 
continued to expand our reach into new 
territories, ethnically and geographically. 
All of this has been achieved through 
the generous support of our affiliates 
and donors, alongside the selfless 
dedication of our volunteer members 
and staff, and reinforced by the goodwill 
of our well-wishers.

In 2017 we set a vision to increase 
our reach into Muslim communities 
in different regions across the UK 
to truly reflect our national status 
as an umbrella body in Britain and 
you will see from this report how we 
have achieved this through various 
activities, events, meetings and the 
ever increasing number of new affiliate 
members.

Building on the success of the inaugural 
Our Mosques Our Future conference 
in early 2018 we held a second major 

event at the prestigious British Muslim 
Heritage Centre in Manchester during 
October 2018 with the theme of 
#PeopleNotBuildings. This one-day 
conference brought together over 
400 delegates and a wide range of 
speakers from diverse opinions to better 
understand why it is so important 
that mosques should invest in their 
people to ensure the long-term 
sustainability of our communities and 
their institutions.  We also witnessed 
the successful completion of the first 
ever pilot of our Women in Mosques 
Development Programme, providing 
a ground breaking mentorship 
programme to enable and empower our 
sisters to play their rightful role in our 
institutions. Building on this success we 
launched our 2019 programme which 
has generated widespread interest and 
we hope to continue this programme to 
ensure our mosques are truly reflective 
of the congregations they serve.

For the fifth year running we facilitated 
another hugely successful Visit My 
Mosque day with over 250 mosques 
opening their doors to all communities.  
Partnering up with Keep Britain Tidy 
this year brought the event national 
acclaim following a green theme whilst 
also raising awareness of our religious 
duty to the environment in which we 
live and need to protect.

Sadly, once again we witnessed one 
of the most violent attacks against 
Muslims with the terrorist attack on 
mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand 
with the loss of fifty innocent souls. 
The response from Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern expressing her heartfelt 
sorrow and solidarity with Muslims was 

received with worldwide commendation 
and played a significant part in 
restoring peace and security in the 
aftermath.

Earlier in 2019 we formally endorsed 
the APPG on British Muslims definition 
of Islamophobia along with 750 Muslim 
organisations and we continue to 
campaign for more formal adoption 
by statutory bodies along with many 
others.

The tenth annual Muslim Leadership 
Dinner in June was the highlight 
event of the year bringing together 
Muslims from all walks of life where 
the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, 
joined us to celebrate Eid Al-Fitr and 
to use the opportunity to recognise 
the achievements of our communities, 
and also call out those who continue 
to peddle hatred in the political sphere 
against Muslims through Islamophobic 
rhetoric.

In July this year we formally launched 
the Centre for Media Monitoring in 
Parliament.  The ground breaking 
work done by our team in monitoring 
all print and broadcast media outlets 
and holding them to account for 
misrepresentation of Muslims has 
been widely recognised by many in 
the journalism industry. We hope by 
developing constructive relationships 
and dialogue with those in the media 
world, we can continue to support press 
freedom and make it free from negative 
stereotyping of Muslims by presenting 
stories based on facts and evidence.

The MCB continues to grow in size 
and strength and I pray that we can 
continue to aspire to our vision to 
empower Muslim communities to 
achieving a just, cohesive and successful 
British society. Ameen.

“Our Lord! Cause not our hearts to deviate 
after You have guided us, and bestow on 
us Your mercy. Indeed, You are the One 
who bestows without measure.”  
(Al-Qur’an 3:8)

Harun Rashid Khan 
Secretary General

July 2019

Message from 
the Secretary 
General
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The Team
Office Bearers 2018-2020 

Harun Rashid Khan FRSA

SECRETARY GENERAL

Harun Khan is a Londoner born and bred, working as a Civil Engineer in the city for almost three decades. As 
a teenager, Harun devoted a lot of his time to youth & community work and then served as a school governor 
for many years. While serving as the Chair of the MCB London Committee (2006-2010) he founded the Eid 
celebrations in London’s Trafalgar Square in partnership with the Mayor of London and attended by up to 
20,000 visitors.

As a second-generation Muslim being elected to the post of Secretary General for the first time in 2016, he 
worked tirelessly with his new leadership team to develop the organisation, bringing in greater diversity through the engagement 
of women and young people and establishing MCB’s profile across numerous towns and cities in Britain.  Furthermore, during his 
term, annual ground breaking initiatives such as Visit My Mosque day, the Women in Mosques Development Programme and the Our 
Mosques Our Future conferences have been welcomed with wide acclaim. Harun is also a Fellow of the Royal Society of the Arts.

Hassan Joudi

DEPUTY SECRETARY GENERAL

Hassan Joudi started to volunteer with the MCB in 2014 after graduating from university, initially supporting 
the publishing of MCB’s “British Muslims in Numbers” report. He then got involved with #VisitMyMosque Day, 
leading the growth of the national event for four consecutive years from 20 participating mosques in 2015, 
to over 200 mosques in 2018. In January 2018, Hassan led the MCB organising team for the first ‘Our Mosques 
Our Future’ conference and he currently acts as the Mosque Affairs Coordinator for the MCB.

In July 2018, Hassan was elected to be Deputy Secretary General, and aged 28 years old, he is the youngest ever person to be elected 
to an MCB Office Bearer post. Hassan believes passionately in the role of young people as a driving force for positive change in society. 
He works as a Mechanical Engineer in the energy sector.

Zara Mohamed

ASSISTANT SECRETARY GENERAL

Zara Mohammed graduated with an LLM in Human Rights Law from the University of Strathclyde. Zara has 
served on the executive team of the Federation of Student Islamic Societies (FOSIS) for three years and 
was elected the first female President for the term 2016-17. Zara has contributed to a number of public 
consultations including Muslim women and employment, Islamophobia and has spoken at a number of events 
across the UK and Ireland. She is passionate about empowering young people and supporting women in her 
community.

Rashidat Hassan

ASSISTANT SECRETARY GENERAL

Rashidat Adeyinka Hassan is a broadcast professional with over 20 years experience. She has a Bachelors and 
Masters Degree in Mass Communication and presently on break from a PhD in Media and Film at the University 
of Winchester. Rashidat is passionate about using the media for social good, particularly in working with 
and inspiring more women and youth. Rashidat is a volunteer for a number of developmental programmes 
organised by the Muslim Association of Nigeria UK / Old Kent Road Mosque, in collaboration with other 
stakeholders within the community. She is also interested in inspiring women to excel and works with a non-

governmental organisation called Women and Youth Empowerment Network, where she helps deliver an intervention programme 
targeting women of BME background in South-East London called Women Building Communities. Rashidat is a wife and mother to four 
lovely children and strong promoter of family and relationship values.
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Maswood Ahmed

ASSISTANT SECRETARY GENERAL
Maswood Ahmed works as a coach, mentor and motivational public speaker and is CEO of www.
Inspireamillion.com. He studied Social Work at the University of Liverpool and an MSc & MBA from 
Westminster Business School. Maswood has over 30 years social work experience mostly with children 
and families of which he has spent 17 years as a Team Leader in various settings mostly working for local 
authorities. He has held senior leadership roles in various local and national organisations in education 
and social care sector. He is a former Director of British Association for Adoption and Fostering (BAAF) and 
currently serves as a Director of CoramBAAF.  Maswood is currently leading on the national campaign to 

stop knife crime in the UK: www.stopknifecrime.uk and has helped the MCB to organize the national conference; Protecting All Our 
Children, Tackling Grooming – Safeguarding Children In All Communities.

Navshir Jaffer
TREASURER

Navshir is a Chartered Accountant and specialises in structuring real estate transactions and 
funds including closing real estate funds, tax planning and transaction advisory. Recently, Navshir 
designed and implemented the corporate structures for two significant real estate developments 
in central London, and advises on corporate governance, investor reporting and the financial 
aspects of the developments.

He speaks regularly at real estate events and is a member of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Islamic Finance, 
member of the Genesis Business Initiative, which promotes dialogue between Small and Medium Sized Enterprises and 
central government.

Navshir serves as the Honorary Treasurer of the Muslim Council of Britain, leading the Finance committee, contributing 
to the strategic direction and speaking at public events. He has led a number of initiatives at the MCB such as organising 
the British delegations to the World Islamic Economic Forums and capacity building workshops. He has served as a Non-
Executive Director at Merton & Sutton NHS Trust, School Governor at several Schools and Steering committee member 
of the Princes Trust Mosaic initiative.

Lamine Konate

ASSISTANT TREASURER

Lamine Konate is a professional accountant specialising in Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) since 
2010 and now runs his own accountancy practice based in South London. He is currently the Secretary 
General of the African Ivorian Islamic Trust and the Deputy Imam of Peckham High Street Mosque.

Lamine is also a junior policy adviser to the Ivory Coast Embassy in London for international organisations 
and a financial analyst at the Department of Credit Institutions and External Finance (Treasury and 
Public Accounting). He also serves as the Vice Chair of the Southwark Muslim Forum and works with the 
Southwark Interfaith forum. He participates in the Southwark Faith and Health program in the borough 
and the funding project for Guy’s and St Thomas’ Hospital charity for the local community in Southwark 
and Lambeth.

Executive
The Executive Committee consists of Office Bearers plus: Ifath Nawaz (Chair, Legal Affairs), Miqdaad Versi (Director, Media 
Monitoring), Dr Shuja Shafi (Chair, Research & Documentation), Muhammad Adrees Sharif (Chair, Membership), Khalid Sofi 
(Constitutional Adviser), Dr Jamil Sherif (Adviser) and Talat Ahmed (HR Lead)
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“The British Muslim community justifiably feels under siege, 
bombarded with incessant, exaggerated, negative stereotypes every 
day. There have been several institutions which have done excellent 
work directly to combat this problem, but the one that deserves 
particular praise is another of the most important institutions for 
British Muslims.
This is the MCB. A largely volunteer led endeavour, run by a youthful, 
professional group of Muslims who have been working tirelessly 
to address the issues discussed above, and in particular those 
mentioned in the MCB report.
The MCB has emerged as a unique organisation directly addressing 
the two most important life lines of the British Muslim community. 
One is an endeavour to improve local institutions and mosques, 
with training, guidance and best-in-class toolkits for addressing any 
number of community difficulties. The other is a superbly successful 
advocacy group”.

MCB named as one of the ‘most 
important institutions for British 
Muslims’ in the Muslim 500

Advocating Muslim Concerns - 
Providing a Voice for British Muslims
The Muslim Council of Britain has continued to articulate the concerns of its affiliates and 
British Muslims on a wide range of platforms including the media, public events, communication 
with Government/Parliament as well as social media channels. The MCB office receives press 
queries about British Muslims almost every day, and the council provides expert opinion and 
spokespeople to respond. The MCB has regularly appeared in National Papers, Broadcast, 
Radio and International News. 

Here are some of our 2018/2019 highlights:
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MCB Submits Formal Complaint to EHRC 
Over Tory Islamophobia
On 28 May 2019, the Muslim Council of Britain (MCB) 
filed a complaint with the Equality and Human Rights 
Commission (EHRC) over Islamophobia within the 
Conservative Party. The MCB has made numerous calls 
for several years alongside Conservative politicians 
for an independent inquiry into Islamophobia within 
the Conservative Party. However, those calls have been 
largely ignored, while little or no robust action has 
been taken on perpetrators of Islamophobia within 
the Conservative Party.

Five key pillars embodied the basis of the complaint, with over 150 examples of Islamophobia 
cited. Harun Rashid Khan, Secretary General of the MCB, said: “We have taken this step after 
an unprecedented number of cases have been brought to our attention, suggesting a culture 
within the Conservative Party where Islamophobia is not only widespread, but institutional. 
We now request the EHRC to look at all the evidence and investigate this matter with great 
urgency.”

New Islamophobia Definition
On 27 November 2018, the APPG on British 
Muslims launched a report to define the 
term Islamophobia following its long year 
consultation in the UK. The MCB welcomed 
the definition, which aligned with the 
three essential principles previously set 
out as part of MCB’s consultation. The 
definition has been adopted as:

“Islamophobia is rooted in racism and is a 
type of racism that targets expressions of 
Muslimness or perceived Muslimness”

Over 70 academics publicly endorsed the definition, including some of the most senior 
respected scholars in the field. Harun Khan, Secretary General of the MCB, said: “As more and 
more Muslim communities share their support, we hope the government will listen to Muslim 
communities and adopt this definition in the coming days and weeks”. 

See the website for full details: www.islamophobia-definition.com

Voicing
the views of our members nationally

Challenging Islamophobia in the 
Conservative Party
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Conservatives Must Not Give Bigotry a Free Pass in Europe
On 13th September 2018, the Muslim Council of Britain expressed its concern that Conservative 
Party MEPs almost unanimously supported far-right leader Viktor Orban in a crunch vote in 
the European parliament on 12th September. The Conservative Party were the only governing 
party to support the far-right in this vote. Mr Orban has a track record on bigotry. Harun Khan, 
Secretary General of the Muslim Council of Britain expressed deep disappointment and said: 
“One can only hope that the rights of Muslims and other minorities are not considered expendable 
as support is sought for the government’s Brexit position, as appears to have been the case with 
this vote. The Conservative Party has thus far resisted calls to have an inquiry into Islamophobia 
amongst its ranks. This latest action raises further concerns of bigotry in the party”.

Conservative Mayoral Candidates - Their Views on Islamophobia
The MCB wrote to the Conservative party mayoral candidates about Zac Goldsmiths disgraceful 
2016 mayoral campaign. The MCB was shocked to receive a general Conservative Party 
statement signed by the three mayoral hopefuls. However Andrew Boff had directly responded 
to the MCB and distanced himself from Mr Goldsmith’s campaign and backed our call for an 
independent inquiry into Islamophobia within the Tory party. The MCB has written to Shaun 
Bailey (after his win to run as a Conservative Mayor) following a tweet he shared containing a 
racist message about Sadiq Khan.

Islamophobia
Two Mosques in Birmingham Attacked with Catapults
The Muslim Council of Britain issued a statement after two mosques in Birmingham, Masjid 
Qamarul Islam and Al-hijrah Mosque in Small Heath, were hit with catapults on 16 August, 
which smashed windows during evening prayers. Hassan Joudi, Deputy Secretary General of 
the MCB said at the time, “These acts of violence have been committed against a backdrop of 
increasing Islamophobia. Muslim communities have found themselves at the receiving end of rising 
levels of hate crime, fuelled by a far-right narrative that has made its way into the mainstream 
through enablers in the media and those in positions of influence”.

Statement on Government’s Position on Islamophobia
Following news of the Government’s intention to reject the definition of Islamophobia proposed 
by the APPG on British Muslims, the Muslim Council of Britain issued the following statement.

“It is truly extraordinary that the government believes it is better placed to determine the harm that 
Muslim communities face than Muslim communities themselves, who – alongside dozens of leading 
academics in the field – have overwhelmingly endorsed the APPG definition of Islamophobia.

To claim that merely defining this racism is somehow an impediment to free speech, is deeply 
disingenuous and appears to be a wilful misreading of the definition, and aligned to a number 
of bad faith actors whose views – rather than those of Muslim communities – appear to be 
influencing this decision....As all the main national political parties have demonstrated support or 
endorsed the definition having engaged with Muslim communities, we are left to wonder why the 
Conservative Party – whilst being mired in accusations of institutional Islamophobia – are choosing 
to exceptionalise Muslims in this way. We can only hope that this decision will be revisited.”
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Car hits crowd of Muslims outside London 
mosque
On 19th September 2018, the MCB issued an 
immediate response after learning that a car had 
swerved into a crowd of Muslims outside the 
Hussaini Association in Cricklewood, seriously 
injuring 3 people. Islamophobic insults apparently 
including, for example, “Muslim terrorist” were 
hurled at volunteers of the mosque, and the hate 
crime aspect of the collision has been investigated 
by the police as an aggravating factor. On 9th March 

2019, the MCB welcomed the news that Martin Stokes, 25, the perpetrator of the attack, had 
been jailed for 5 years. Stokes, of Wembley, admitted dangerous driving, causing serious injury 
by dangerous driving and harassment. He has been jailed for 5 years and has also been banned 
from driving for seven-and-a-half years.

More Than Half of Hate Crimes Directed at 
Muslims
The Muslim Council of Britain repeated calls for 
meaningful and proactive Government action as 
new figures reveal a rise in Islamophobic hate crime. 
Religiously-motivated hate crime has risen 40% 
in England and Wales, with more than half (52%) 
directed at Muslims, according to the Home Office. 
The latest figures came in the same week as the 
Equality and Human Rights Commission released 
results of the first national survey of prejudice for 

over a decade, which showed 70% of Muslims surveyed experienced religion-based prejudice. 
Harun Khan, Secretary General of the MCB said, “No longer can the Government sit back and 
watch as the far-right rises, Islamophobia is mainstreamed and vulnerable Muslim communities 
are attacked. There has been little action against bullying of Muslim children, minimal funding 
for security for Muslim institutions (and only during specific periods) and no support to Muslim 
communities to encourage reporting of hate crime. And the list of inaction continues.”

MCB’s Response to Rod Liddle’s Column Inciting Violence
On 22 October 2018 the MCB published its response to the shocking article by Rod Riddle 
that was published in the Sunday Times on 21 October 2018. The statement read: “Rod Liddle 
has a history of Islamophobic comments in national newspapers but this statement, goes beyond 
bigoted satirising of Muslim minorities and appears to be inciting violence here in the UK. It is 
totally shocking and unacceptable”. The MCB has raised this with the newspaper and the mayor 
of Tower Hamlets, and will determine the next steps following the response from the Sunday 
Times.

Fire at Masjid Al Falah
Police and Fire crews were called to Masjid Al Falah in Cheetham Hill on Sunday 9th December 
2018 at around 10.30pm after a fire had been started on the ground floor. Police investigated 
the incident as a deliberate arson attack. Firefighters spent several hours battling to put out 
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Swastika graffiti painted in Islamic school by vandals
The Muslim Council of Britain condemned the attack on the Mitree Bahr Academy Islamic 
School in Newcastle upon Tyne on 25th January 2019, resulting in damage to the property, 
graffiti spray-painted on the walls saying ‘Moslem terrorists’ and copies of the Quran strewn 
across the floor. Harun Khan, MCB Secretary General, said, “In yet another Islamophobic attack 
targeted at British Muslim communities, it is shocking that a swastika symbol as well as other 
offensive images have been used by vandals in an attempt to intimidate local residents. No faith 
community should be bullied in this way in 21st century Britain..This is also yet another example of 
why the definition of Islamophobia proposed by the APPG on British Muslims last November, is so 
important to be adopted as a key enabler in tackling such incidents.”

Birmingham Mosque Attacks
After 5 Mosques in Birmingham were damaged on 
20th March 2019, just five days after the horrific 
New Zealand terrorist attacks on Mosques, the MCB 
issued the following statement: “It is shocking to see 
how someone has chosen to use a sledgehammer to 
attack mosques and even a Muslim girls’ school. This 
comes after many Muslim institutions feel vulnerable 
following the horrific massacre in New Zealand. We will 
be reiterating our messages of vigilance and resilience 
to mosques up and down the country, and hope police 

forces and the government not only recognise the level of threat across the country, but work with 
Muslim groups to help tackle Islamophobia wherever it takes place”.

MCB Calls for Action Following Roger Scruton’s Comments about Muslims
On 10 April 2019, the Muslim Council of Britain issued a statement following Islamophobic 
statements shared by a government advisor. The MCB said, “It is deeply disturbing that a 
government advisor once again uses such offensive language – this time even sharing unashamedly 
bigoted ideas such as the “invasion of huge tribes of Muslims” as part of his defence of the far-
right Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban. The normalisation of such Islamophobic ideas, which 
are used by terrorists, is dangerous, and it is even more worrying that his appointment and views 
have been previously defended by senior Conservatives, including a government minister. As the 
Conservative Party faces its latest crisis on Islamophobia, it cannot continue with false promises 
to take the issue seriously whilst retaining people such as Mr Scruton as a government advisor. 
The reality is that these concerns will continue to recur until trust is re-built through – in part 
– an independent inquiry into Islamophobia in the Party.”  The MCB questioned Mr Scruton’s 
appointment also.

the flames which damaged building materials, windows, part of the ceiling and a carpet that 
the Mosque had only recently installed. Harun Khan, Secretary General of the MCB asked to see 
the real progress against the Government’s Hate Crime Action Plan.

MCB Comment on Change UK Candidate Conflating Islam with Terrorism
On 23rd April 2019, the MCB issued a comment about tweets made by Nora Mulready, who was 
announced as a candidate in the European elections for the Change UK party. Ms Mulready 
consistently posted Islamophobic tropes, two comments were particularly notable where she 
said Islam was a “threat” and conflated it with radical Islamism. 
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Encouraging Fostering in the Muslim Community
In April 2019, the MCB partnered with Foster Friday, My Foster Family, 
and the Muslim Foster Network to raise awareness about fostering 
within the Muslim community ahead of Foster Friday which took place 
on 5th April. With many events taking place on the day, the MCB sent 
out a Jumuah Khutbah (Friday sermon) to Mosques across the UK to 
highlight the importance of fostering to their congregations, and to 
talk about the significant role foster carers have in society and the need 
for more Muslim community members to come forward and take up 
fostering. 

Raising Awareness
Cancer Screening Programme
The Muslim Council of Britain (MCB) was pleased to support a Cancer 
Screening Campaign led by the British Islamic Medical Association 
(BIMA) in collaboration with Cancer Research UK (CRUK) in community 
centres, mosques and radio stations across the UK during February 
2019. In 2018, talks to raise awareness about Cancer Screening took 
place in over 30 Community Centres, Mosques and Radio stations. 
The campaign focussed on all three Cancer Screening Programmes 
currently running in the UK (Bowel, Breast and Cervical Cancer 
Screening).

Ramadan Guidance
Every year, the MCB issues guidance for Ramadan, 
including Ramadan Health Fact sheets sent to NHS 
Hospitals throughout the UK to equip staff with 
information on how to deal with patients that are 
fasting. The MCB also worked alongside Glaucoma 
Association UK to provide guidance to glaucoma 
patients who are fasting, to not stop using their eye 
drops during Ramadan.

The MCB issued the following statement to the Independent:

“Nora Mulready falls foul of the standard rightly set at Change UK’s European election launch. 
There, Chuka Umunna rightly declared at the party’s European election launch that “We won’t 
change our country by othering people of different nationalities and races and dividing our UK into 
them and us.  Ms Mulready, it seems, is all too ready in othering people, in this case, conflating 
Islam with terrorism”.

The Financial Times published an article supporting Ms Mulready’s comment and criticised 
the MCB for calling out possible bigotry from a prospective MEP candidate. 
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Islamic New Year – Muharram, 1440
On 11th September 2018, the MCB welcomed in the Islamic New Year 1440, highlighting 
significant events in history such as when Moses was saved from the Pharoah, and the day 
of Ashura, where the grandson of Prophet Muhammad, Hussain ibn Ali was martyred under a 
tyrannical regime. Harun Khan, Secretary General of the MCB said, “These events in history offer 
us a moment of reflection, and teach us the values of selflessness and perseverance. Sadly, in this 
current year of 2018, we still witness oppression and the tyrannical repression of minority Muslim 
communities in parts of the world, such as the Uighur Muslims in China and the Rohingya in the 
Rakhine state of Myanmar, where the plight of minorities still continue. We all have an equal duty 
to raise awareness, and campaign for a better world for all”.

Welcoming Independent Review of 
Prevent
On 22 January 2019, the Muslim Council of Britain 
welcomed the acceptance by the government to 
launch an inquiry into the controversial Prevent 
strategy, which is part of the government’s counter-
terrorism strategy. Harun Khan, Secretary General 
of the Muslim Council of Britain said: “For far too 
long, the Prevent strategy has affected the lives of 
innocent families, been criticised for mainstreaming 
discrimination and lost the trust of communities 

around the UK. This latest step is crucial for all those who have campaigned for an Independent 
Review of Prevent. Everyone committed to developing a truly effective strategy for tackling terrorism 
understands that it must be transparent, accountable and hold the trust of communities”. He 
stressed on the importance of those tasked with its implementation to have the independence, 
credibility and trust required to deliver it. The MCB was one of a number of civil society 
organisations, human rights groups and liberty advocates who have long highlighted a number 
of serious failings and lack of transparency of Prevent.

With Great Power Comes Great Responsibility
On 21 December 2018, the Muslim Council of Britain (MCB) criticised the outcome of an inquiry 
into the incendiary and dehumanising comments written by the former Foreign Secretary and 
Uxbridge MP, Boris Johnson, in the Daily Telegraph. 

His comments were widely condemned at the time for denigrating the minority of women who 
choose to wear the face veil. Reports at the time suggested that his Telegraph column had 
real-world consequences, directly leading to ‘copycat’ verbal assaults against Muslim women 
and the unleashing of hate and Islamophobia from Conservative supporters. However, an 
investigation which rightly recognised that the comments could be ‘provocative’, nevertheless 
exonerated the writer, concluding that Conservative Party rules and its Code of Conduct do 
not “override an individual’s right to freedom of expression”. Mr Johnson is not a satirist – he is a 
Member of Parliament, and as such has a responsibility to set the tone for the rest of the UK 
to follow.

Speaking Up on Issues Affecting 
Muslims
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‘Leadership, Authority and Representation’ Harun Khan at Cardiff University
On 21 January 2019, Secretary General, Harun Khan, delivered a presentation to the ‘Conference 
on Leadership, Authority and Representation in British Muslim Communities’, organised by Cardiff 
University’s Centre for the Study of Islam in the UK. The conference brought together over 100 
academics and activists to explore questions such as ‘who speaks for British Muslims?’, ‘How is 
authority construed, constructed and exercised in an age of mass media and the Internet?’ and 
‘Where do leaders come from in a decentralised religious tradition?’. The presentation outlined 
the strengths and challenges facing the dozens of Muslim umbrella organisations in the UK 
in 2019, including regional Council of Mosques, umbrella organisations representing student 
Islamic associations, Muslim faith schools and Muslim-led NGOs and proposed a number of 
strategies for these organisations to efficiently co-ordinate their resources to better serve their 
members.

Relationships & Sex Education in Schools 
(RSE)
Numerous MCB affiliates and concerned parents 
approached the Muslim Council of Britain expressing 
their concern and requested guidance on the apparent 
erosion of parental rights and the potential exposure of 
young children to graphic sexual images and concepts 
from a very young age. Many Muslim teachers also 
called for clarity on what they may be expected to 
teach in Relationships & Sex Education classes. The 

MCB consolidated the views of Muslim communities and liaised with multi-faith campaign 
and awareness-raising groups on this subject for a response.

Mosque Security Funding - Letter to PM
The Secretary General of the MCB wrote to Prime Minister Theresa May calling on the 
government to properly fund mosque security. In his letter he highlighted the “palpable sense 
of fear” felt by Muslim communities after the New Zealand attacks and warned of the risk of 
copycat attacks in the UK. The letter pointed out how hate crimes against Muslims represented 
the majority of religiously based hate crime (52%). 

The Muslim Vote
The Guardian reported that nearly 8 million people in Britain 
eligible to vote in the European elections were not registered. 
Ahead of the European Elections on 23rd May 2019, the MCB 
actively pushed out voter registrations and turnout.
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Yemen Crisis
On 21st November 2018, the MCB 
welcomed the UK Government’s renewed 
international efforts in achieving a 
ceasefire in Yemen by submitting a draft 
resolution to the 14 other members 
of the UN Security Council. With the 
Yemen conflict going on for four years, 
according to the UN it is the world’s 
biggest humanitarian crisis, with more 
than 22 million people, or three-quarters 

of the population, in need of humanitarian aid and protection. Several MCB affiliates have 
been supporting the humanitarian relief efforts on the ground alongside other international 
aid agencies. The MCB Secretary General called for an urgent ceasefire and urged the UK 
Government to halt arms sales to the region and ensure the international community works 
swiftly to achieve a lasting peace deal.

Asia Bibi Asylum Case
Following numerous media reports implying that 
Pakistani national Asia Bibi is being denied asylum 
into the UK because of concerns from British 
Muslims, the MCB said, “We find such insinuations 
to be as nonsensical as they are divisive. We see no 
reason why Asia Bibi should be denied asylum into 
the UK”.

Detention of Muslim Uighurs in China
The Muslim Council of Britain had been following 
distressing news reports from China of the detention 
of over one million Muslim Uighurs, Kazakhs and 
other ethnic minorities in the North-Western region 
of Xinjiang in so-called “counter-extremism centres”. 
The UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination noted that large numbers were detained 
under the pretext of countering terrorism and religious 
extremism, particularly peaceful protesters and human 

rights defenders of Uighur and other ethnic minority backgrounds who have been tortured 
or otherwise subjected to ill treatment, including being held incommunicado for prolonged 
periods at risk of torture. In its capacity as a British umbrella organisation, the MCB wrote to 
the Chinese Embassy and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office to understand what they are 
doing to address an issue as serious as this, and welcomed the opportunity to work with a 
number of parties to co-ordinate the efforts of Muslim communities in the UK. 

Speaking out on Public Issues/
International
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Correspondence with New Zealand Prime 
Minister, Jacinda Ardern
On 19 March 2019, following the Islamophobic 
terrorist attacks on Masjid Al-Noor in Christchurch, New 
Zealand, Harun Khan, MCB Secretary General, wrote to 
Jacinda Ardern, Prime Minister of New Zealand, offering 
condolences to the people of New Zealand and expressed 
gratitude to her Government’s swift response to the 
atrocity. The New Zealand Prime Minister responded back 
to the MCB on 30 April 2019.

The full letters can be seen on the MCB website. 

Knife Attack in Manchester
After news emerged of a knife attack at Manchester Victoria Station on 1st January 2019, the 
MCB issued an immediate statement expressing concerns for the victims.

New Zealand Attacks and Ensuring Safety at Mosques
On 15 March 2019, the MCB condemned the horrific, cowardly and Islamophobic 
terrorist attacks that took place in New Zealand. Almost 50 people were 
murdered in cold blood at two mosques in Christchurch. Harun Khan, Secretary 
General of the Muslim Council of Britain offered his condolences to the families 
and said: “This is the most deadly Islamophobic terrorist attack we have witnessed 
in recent times. It would seem that Brenton Tarrant’s murderous intention was 
to target Muslims at their places of worship and on their sacred day.  Reports 
suggested the attacker is on record spouting hate against Muslims and other 
minority communities”. Following the attacks, the MCB issued security guidance 
for Mosques and encouraged Mosques to take up security measures, especially 
during busy periods such as Friday prayers.

Condemning Terrorism

The Secretary General of the MCB also spoke at an 
event organised by the Cordoba Foundation and the 
East London Mosque to raise awareness about the 
plight of Uyghur Muslims in China on 13th February 
2019, held at the London Muslim Centre. In addressing 
the audience, Harun Khan spoke about the important 
need to dismantle the barriers that are designed to stop 
us from recognising the humanity of Uighur Muslims, 
and that only when that is achieved that we then start 
to break down the propaganda that tells Uighurs to 
conform to a nationalistic vision that denies their rich heritage. He also set out steps that 
people can follow to help end the torture and mass incarceration of Uighur Muslims.
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Boris and the Niqab Debate
In an article in the Telegraph, Boris Johnson decided to write about the Danish ban on the niqab 
- rightly opposing it - but at the same time denigrated the minority of women who choose to 
wear it. He described them as looking like “letter boxes” or “bank robbers” – in language that 
would not be used about other faiths. His comments were particularly regrettable in this 
current climate, where Islamophobia and anti-Muslim hatred is becoming worryingly pervasive 
with disappointingly little action from this current government. Muslim women bear the brunt 
of hate on the streets. In response to this, the MCB has since:

• Issued immediate statements as comments and events unfolded
• Facilitated a letter of 100 women who wear the niqab, which was published on the front 

page of The Times and also on Sky News.
• Facilitated interviews with 3 women wearing the niqab to be on TV
• Provided MCB spokespersons for interviews, spokespeople included Ifath Nawaz (Chair of 

MCB Legal Affairs), Amanda Morris (MCB Community Engagement Officer) and Miqdaad 
Versi (Director of MCB Media Monitoring Team).

Public Policy

Solidarity with the Sikh Community After Fire at Gurdwara
The Secretary General of the MCB, Harun Khan, wrote to Mr Ravgeet Singh, Head of the Sikh 
Council UK to express solidarity after the Guru Nanak Nishkam Sewak Jatha Gurdwara in 
Edinburgh was affected by a fire set on the doors and surrounding brickwork. He wrote, “We 
strongly condemn this discriminatory attack on a Sikh community of the UK as much as we would 
condemn an attack on the Muslim community. We extend our sympathy to our Sikh brothers and 
sisters who have suffered in this ordeal, as do our colleagues at the Muslim Council of Scotland”. 

Easter Sunday Bombings: MCB 
Condemnation of Attacks in Sri 
Lanka
On 21 April 2019, the Muslim Council of 
Britain expressed its condemnation of 
the terrorist attacks in Sri Lanka which 
saw the targeting of churches and hotels. 
Harun Khan, Secretary General of the 
Muslim Council of Britain said: “It takes 
a particular kind of depravity to target 
worshippers on their holiest days. My 
thoughts and prayers to the victims and 

their loved ones. I stand in solidarity with my Christian friends and with Sri Lankans who have been 
victims of terrorism in the past. I hope these criminals are brought to justice. These terrorists speak 
for no one but themselves.”
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The Case of Shamima Begum 
The national conversation was dominated for consecutive 
days by the case of Shamima Begum, a young British 
woman who expressed a desire to return home after 
joining Daesh in Syria four years ago, at the age of 15. The 
MCB have been unequivocal in its view that Ms Begum 
was misguided and wrong to travel to Syria to join Daesh, a 
terrorist group that has caused untold misery, destruction 

and suffering to innocents across the world. However, the MCB stated that Ms Begum should 
have been allowed to return home to face the consequences of her actions, where any security 
threat she may pose can be determined, and exactly what physical and psychological impact 
her experience has had. After the Home Secretary made an announcement to revoke her 
citizenship, the MCB said in a statement, “the decision to strip Ms Begum of her citizenship 
could send a chill down the spine of not just British Muslim communities, but also all Britons 
whose parents come from immigrant backgrounds. The Home Secretary’s decision amplifies fears 
of a two-tiered citizenship system, sets a dangerous precedent, and demonstrates an abdication of 
responsibility”.

Plastic Ban - British Mosques Go Green During 
Ramadan!
Several MCB affiliates and mosques across the UK opted for a plastic-
free Ramadan in 2019 this year. Harun Khan, Secretary General of 
the Muslim Council of Britain, said, “As Muslims fast in Ramadan to 
be closer to God, it is important be mindful of His creation and care 
for the environment when we are facing global warming. We’re glad 
therefore that many mosques are leading the way by banning plastics 
at mosques. We hope many more will get involved and ensure their 
congregations opt for an eco-friendly approach. We all must play our 
part in protecting the Earth.”

Showcasing Positive News Stories

Home Office Security Funds
Following the Home Secretary’s announcement 
of additional funding for the Places of Worship 
scheme on 19th March 2019, the MCB issued 
a statement welcoming the first steps which 
simplified the bidding process and the investment 
in non-physical security support, in particular 
given the heightened concerns following the 
terrorist incidents targeting Muslims in New 
Zealand and at a smaller level, here in the UK. The 

MCB however pointed out that “British Muslim communities may still question why the funding is 
not proportionate to the risks they face, given the Home Office’s own figures last year showing that 
over half of religious hate crime is targeted at Muslims” and hoped the consultation with faith 
representatives “will be inclusive of all organisations investing efforts to ensure British Muslims 
are safe in the UK".
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Record Number of British Muslims Named in 2019 New Year’s Honours List
The Muslim Council of Britain congratulated all those named in the 2019 New Year’s Honours 
List. Some of those honoured were from organisations affiliated to the MCB. Aamer Naeem, 
chief executive of the charity, Penny Appeal was recognised for his work in Muslim community 
development. Mohammed Mahmoud, an Imam at the East London Mosque, already noted 
for his heroism during the terrorist attack in Finsbury Park last year was recognised for his 
services to the wider London community. Nasar Mahmood, chairman of the British Muslim 
Heritage Centre was noted for promoting community relations in Manchester. All of them were 
honoured with an OBE.

More than 250 mosques help keep Britain tidy
Ahead of the 2019 Visit My Mosque Day, volunteers from over 250 mosques 
across the UK started supporting the Great British Spring Clean campaign. 
The MCB encouraged Mosques across the UK to take part in the national 
campaign. Mosques from England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland 
took part in street clean ups on Sunday 24th February 2019.

Congratulating York Mosque on opening of new 
purpose-built building
Following over ten years of planning and fundraising, York 
Mosque and Islamic Centre opened their new purpose built 
Mosque on 24th November 2018. York Mosque & Islamic 
Centre has been one of MCB’s longest standing members 
having joined in 2000. The mosque’s leaders and volunteers 
have been actively involved in positive outreach work in their 

local community for many years, including being part of Refugee Action York and supporting 
local food banks. Harun Khan, MCB Secretary General, said, “We hope the new building becomes 
a catalyst for yet more positive community work in the City of York and inspires even more mosques 
across the UK to excel in delivering innovative projects in their local communities.” 

Memoirs of Dr Muhammad Abdul Bari – ‘A Long Jihad, My Quest for the Middle 
Way’
The MCB marked a recent publication of the memoirs of its former Secretary General, Dr 
Muhammad Abdul Bari, with an event at the House of Commons on 10 September 2018. 
Reflecting on his new book entitled, ‘A Long Jihad, My Quest for the Middle Way’, a panel shared 
their views on the book, which in the words of Neil Jameson, Executive Director of Citizens 
UK, encapsulates a lifetime’s work “for conciliation and understanding within and between 
communities . . . making the UK that bit safer and its communities at peace with one another”.

MCB Secretary General Wins ‘Outstanding Contribution 
to Communities’ Award!
Harun Khan, Secretary General of the MCB was awarded the 
‘Outstanding Contribution to Communities’ Award at the Investing 
in Ethnicity Awards on 1st November 2018. After finding out he 
won, Harun Khan said, “It was an honour to be considered in a 
category of fantastic people like Doreen Lawrence OBE, whose work 
we at the MCB look up to, let alone win the award for Outstanding 
Contribution to Communities! I’m very humbled by the award, and 
proud of the team behind the work we do”.
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Commemorating Srebrenica Genocide 23 
Years On
The MCB issued a statement to commemorate the 
Srebrenica genocide where more than twenty three 
years ago, more than 8000 Bosniak Muslim men and 
boys were systematically killed based on ethnic and 
religious grounds by Bosnian Serb forces under the 
rule of President Slobodan Milosevic and General Ratko 
Mladic. Every year, further remains are found, and on 
11th July each year, they are laid to rest honourably with 

a burial at the Potocari Memorial Centre in Srebrenica. On 11 July 2018, 35 newly identified 
bodies were buried including 16 year old Vesid Ibric, 71 year old Sahin Halilovic, and Remzija 
Dudic who was 6 months pregnant.

Armistice Day - 100 Years on
Well before the centenary, the Muslim Council of Britain led a campaign 
to highlight that amongst the tens of millions of people who served 
the British Armed Forces between 1914 and 1918, 2.5 million of them 
were Muslim soldiers and labourers. As colonial subjects, they spanned 
continents including countries in sub-saharan and West Africa, as well 
as Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, Libya, Somalia, India, China and Russia. As 

Tributes and Remembrance 

Muslim Leaders Take the Lead in Visiting 
Churches, Synagogues and Temples Ahead of 
National Visit My Mosque Day
Muslim faith leaders from England, Wales, Scotland and 
Northern Ireland took part in an act of interfaith solidarity 
by visiting Churches, Synagogues, Mandirs and Gurdwaras 
on Tuesday 26 February. Leaders from the Muslim Council of 
Britain, Muslim Council of Wales, Muslim Council of Scotland 
and Belfast Islamic Centre made the visits to Churches, 
Synagogues, Mandirs and Gurdwaras to share common 
experiences with their Christian, Jewish, Hindu and Sikh 
neighbours. Harun Khan, Secretary General of the Muslim 

Council of Britain said, “It was a privilege to visit the West London Synagogue today. It was great to 
hear about the similarity of the Jewish religious services to my own faith as a Muslim, alongside the 
synagogue’s active outreach programmes for refugees and the homeless”. He strongly encouraged 
Muslims to visit other faith institutions to make our bonds stronger.

Volunteers Trek Ben Nevis to Raise Funds for 
MCB!
On Sunday 28 April, a youthful 12-strong fundraising team 
climbed Ben Nevis to raise funds for the Muslim Council of 
Britain for the first time, including the MCB Deputy Secretary 
General, Hassan Joudi.
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Amendments to the Places of Worship Protective Security Scheme - Home 
Office Briefing
On 11th June 2019, the MCB submitted its briefing to the Home Office consultation on 
the ‘Places of Worship Protective Security Scheme’. The MCB believes the expansion and 
simplification of the scheme is a positive intervention that has the potential to provide re-
assurance and support to Muslim and other faith communities. However, given the atmosphere 
of distrust amongst some British Muslim communities towards Government funding, in 
addition to widespread lack of awareness of the existence of this scheme despite its launch in 
2016 , there is a significant risk that uptake to this scheme from Muslim and likely other faith 
communities also vulnerable to hate crime will be low. In light of this, the MCB the briefing 
paper provided constructive feedback into the design of the updated scheme, to ensure it is 
accessible and fair with respect to all aspects of its provision and addresses potential barriers 
to access and take-up.

Prevent, Counter Terrorism and Border Security Bill
The MCB submitted a briefing to the House of Lords calling for an independent review of 
Prevent for the Counter Terrorism and Border Security Bill on 5th November 2018. The Muslim 
Council of Britain believes that an independent review of Prevent will be the most effective 
way to regain the hearts and minds of Britons across all communities. 

BBC Editorial Guidelines Consultation
On 12th November 2018, the MCB submitted a response to the BBC Editorial Guidelines 
consultation. The BBC is a public service broadcaster with the important core mission of 
informing, educating and entertaining, and aims to be a trusted guide for everyone. The MCB 
welcomed the opportunity to input into the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines Consultation and 
highlighted how our major broadcaster has responsibilities towards all sections of British 
society. The guidance document provided by the MCB reflected the views of its affiliates, and 
a broad spectrum of Muslim communities in the UK. 

research grows, so does public knowledge of the experiences 
and sacrifices of these Muslim contingents. In 2009, the Muslim 
Council of Britain published a report entitled ‘Remembering the 
Brave’ highlighting the historic and contemporary contribution 
of Muslims in the Armed Forces. 

Evidence on Islamophobia
On 27th January 2019, the MCB submitted a response to 
the Home Affairs Select Committee’s call for evidence 
on Islamophobia. The MCB provided evidence to the 
Home Affairs Select Committee in December 2016 
and also supplementary evidence – as requested – in 
February 2017. This submission responded to the latest 
call for evidence and covered the following; Current 
extent of Islamophobia in British society, Definition of 
Islamophobia, Role in politics. 

Furthermore, on Tuesday 11th June 2019, Miqdaad Versi from the Muslim Council of Britain 
provided oral evidence to the Home Affairs Select Committee on Islamophobia. In his evidence, 
he condemned the Conservative Party over ‘Fundamental failures’ in addressing Islamophobia 
within the Party’s ranks and had documented ‘hundreds of cases’ evidently showing the scale 
of the problem in the party.

Submissions and Giving Evidence / 
Consultations
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Centre for Media Monitoring
Academics and specialists across the world 
recognise that mainstream media reporting 
of Islam and Muslims is contributing to 
an atmosphere of rising hostility towards 
Muslims in Britain. The Centre for Media 

Monitoring was set up to promote fair, accurate and responsible reporting of Muslims and 
Islam in the media. 
The team consists of professional journalists with years of experience in mainstream media as well as linguists, 
theology graduates and seasoned community activists. We are a vital resource base for media professionals, 
community organisations, academics and experts in this field. The Centre for Media Monitoring was officially 
launched at this year’s Muslim Leadership Dinner and in parliament with the release of our first quarterly report 
on how Muslims and Islam are covered in the media. 

Our work consists of:

• Monitoring: Everyday, our media monitoring analysts, Faisal Hanif and Genevieve Stephens, monitor and 
analyse hundreds of articles and broadcast programmes on how the media report on Muslims and Islam. 
They create an evidence base, develop insights and publish reports to inform journalists and other key 
stakeholders on key issues relating to Muslims & Islam in the media. They also lodge complaints when there 
are inaccurate, misleading or biased articles and images and have secured over 100 successful corrections in 
both online, print and broadcast media. Faisal has worked as a journalist for The Times and the BBC as well 
as conducted research for Oxford University’s Centre on Migration, Policy and Society and for the Institute for 
Public Policy Research. Genevieve is a theology graduate who specialised in Islamic Studies under Professor 
Mona Siddiqui at the University of Edinburgh. 

• Advocacy: Rizwana Hamid, who leads the Centre for Media Monitoring, has decades of experience as a 
journalist & film maker, working for the BBC, Channel 4 and other international broadcasters. She, along with 
Miqdaad Versi (who pioneered the work of CfMM) engage constructively with key stakeholders including print 
and broadcast media, regulators, policy makers, politicians, community organisations and campaign groups. 
They are on advisory boards and working groups influencing change within the media. They have made 
submissions to the BBC, OFCOM and the Independent Press Standards Organisation (IPSO) to feed into their 
guidelines on how to report on Muslims & Islam. They have also held two successful roundtable discussions 
on “Reporting on the Far Right” and “Reporting on Terrorism” with high level participation from managing 
editors, editors and correspondents from all national newspapers, magazines and broadcast media. 

• Community Empowerment: Our Community Liaisons Officer, Amanda Morris, has many years of experience 
working with grassroots organisations and has an MA in Islam in Contemporary Britain. She is also a qualified 

Advocating on Issues Affecting Our 
Members
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Elderly Care Planning Project
This project has involved data collection and statistical analysis, with findings to be published in 
July 2019. This report seeks to bring together in one document many different aspects relating 
to elderly and end of life care, with an emphasis on facts and evidence. 
It records what the elderly, carers and health professionals have to say, and also outlines the statutory responsibilities 
of public bodies.  It seeks to convey the guiding religious values so important in the family setting. A theme in 
this report is the urgency of collaboration between the public bodies and faith-based organisations as the elderly 
population increases in the decades ahead. A unique feature of the report is an attempt to forecast the Muslim 
elderly population in the decades ahead. 

The aim of this report is to provide a framework for discussion at four levels: Service providers who have a duty 
to implement statutory regulations and the Public Sector Equality Duty; elected political representatives charged 
with representing all sections of their constituency, particularly the ‘harder to reach’ populations where there is 
evidence of health inequalities; mosques in their role both as influencers of attitudes and lifestyles, and service 
providers ; Muslim civil society – its associations and charities, social entrepreneurs and policy bodies,  to plan for 
the future when there will be more Muslim elderly with needs for various types of care and shelter. 

The project has greatly benefitted from the collaboration with Dr Mehrunisha Suleman, research and outreach 
associate at the Centre of Islamic Studies at the University of Cambridge, who is a co-author with ReDoc of the 
report. ReDoc’s plan for 2019-2020 will be to initiate follow-up work streams, for example further study on financial 
inclusion/exclusion and pension provisioning; business planning sessions with entrepreneurs and other parties to 
plan for provision of care facilities, population modelling; preparing information leaflets on key terms and formal 
processes faced in end of life and after-death situations.

The ReDoc contribution to the project has been provided by Mehboob Asaria, Ehtasham Haque, Mansur Safdar, 
Dr Shuja Shafi,  Dr Jamil Sherif,  Dr. Fatima Rajina (MCB policy analyst, 2018) and Yasmin Aktar (MCB policy 
analyst, 2018).

Social Statistics Catalogue Project
A directory of reports and data sets relating to socio-economic characteristics of Muslim 
communities in Britain is being prepared, for launch on the MCB website later in 2019. The aim 
is to provide an easily accessible catalogue based on web links and citations and also update 
the ‘British Muslims in Numbers’ report (2015). 
This work is being extended to provide profiles at local authority and ward level, to support more effective and 
informed advocacy in dealings with councils, health authorities and other public bodies.  This project is led by 
MCB’s policy analyst Ehtasham Haque.

You can see a further update from the Research and Documentation committee in the Committee Reports section. 

linguist. She works with Muslim organisations to help them engage more proactively with the media in 
order to change the current narrative. She delivers workshops on how to make complaints to the media, 
how to write press releases, and how to prepare for media interviews. To date, she has run 30 workshops 
for 14 organisations, empowering over 150 individuals. She also highlights Muslims in the media in a more 
affirmative way through our #PositivelyMuslim social media campaign.  
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National Listening Exercise
The National Listening Exercise has been a 15-month conversation with Muslim communities 
on the topic of terrorism and counter-terrorism. The MCB travelled to nine locations to host 
listening events, inviting Muslims from affiliates, local community organisations and charities. 

Our process has been: 

• Listening Events bringing people around the table to draw out detailed thoughts on 
terrorism and counter-terrorism. These events have given us a chance to visit regions 
to build trust, seek out initial concerns, and determine areas of good practice. These 
have taken place in: Finsbury Park Mosque, Humanitarian Academy for Development 
(Islamic Relief), Khidmat Centre (Bradford Council for Mosques), Khizra Mosque, Dar ul 
Isra Cardiff, Belfast Islamic Centre, Al-Furqan Mosque and Sheffield Hallam University

• Sector Focus Groups to consult specific demographics that have a link to the topic, in 
order to identify wider recommendations based on the information collected in the 
listening events. 

• A survey measure wider understanding of the counter-terrorism sector and capture the views of Muslims 
unable to participate in listening events

• Submissions invited from local and national organisations operating in counter-terrorism work give us a 
wider picture of what initiatives Muslims are involved in or leading in the sector

This work has demonstrated that there is a significant gap between what 
policymakers and commissioners understand as the needs of Muslim 
communities, and the reality of those needs. In almost every single location, 
attendees shared a lack of trust in either the formulation, or implementation 
of counter-terrorism strategy, arguing that the right voices have not been in 
the room. The exercise has also shown that Muslim communities can, in fact, 
be engaged constructively in this discussion. We have been interviewed by the 
Counter Terrorism Review Project to understand more about the different ways 
CT policies can be reviewed through parliamentary structures, civil society and 
Muslim organisations. 

The NLE has also supported MCB’s role as an organisation taking issues that matter to Muslim communities and 
proactively work to find a solution. The engagement with people at different events has shown us that advocacy 
is possible, and that this kind of evidence-gathering on community concerns can go forward and change policies. 

The main deliverable for this project is a comprehensive report documenting the themes of conversations had 
across the UK, setting out recommendations for Muslim communities, civil society organisations and policymakers.
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Proudly Muslim & Black
Exploring Black Muslim History and Heritage in Britain and Beyond

The MCB has massively increased capacity in its work with the community especially the 
black Muslim community, challenging the misportrayal and misrepresentation of Muslim 
communities. 
The Proudly Muslim & Black Conference
This conference was organised for the first time by the MCB in Collaboration with the Centre for African Studies 
(CAS), Centre of Islamic and Middle Eastern Law (CIMEL) of the University of London, (SOAS), Everyday Muslim 
Heritage and Archive Initiative and other partners and was a huge success. The conference was held at the Djam 
Lecture Theatre (DLT) in SOAS, Russell Park on 9th February 2019 with the theme “Exploring Black Muslim History 
and Heritage in Britain and Beyond”  

Pre-Event Engagement
Prior to the conference, the Secretary General of the MCB and some other members of the Executive Committee 
were able to meet with groups, organisations and members of the Black Muslim Community in the UK, which 
formed the basis and grounds for organising the conference. The planning of the event involved the mobilisation 
and participation of over 20 volunteers across different advocacy groups, as well as organisations and Mosques 
within the African and Afro-Caribbean Muslim communities

Great and Diverse Attendance
The event had a successful attendance rate of 160 attendees, which exceeded the original target total. Attendees 
included a range of different community members, ages and gender. The roundtable sessions were very productive. 
The event included entertainment interludes such as Spoken Word, Poems and Storytelling by a young group of up 
and coming artists, ‘Shades of Hijabi’.

Programme Evaluation
• The event received a positive reception.

• Lots of issues have been highlighted with suggested actions to take forward

• Presentations cut across a number of African and Afro-Caribbean Muslim Communities/Group.

Documentation/Follow ups
• A post-event report will be produced.

• Some important outcomes of the event reinforced the general view of the need of more engagement from 
women and young people. The committee is working on organising a youth conference as part of the Black 
History Month in October inshaAllah

Collaboration and Support
Collaborations made it possible to cover some of the event cost through partnerships and Sponsorship by Harvey.
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Muslim Women’s Conference 2019
The Muslim Women’s Conference 2019 was held on 31st March in central 
London. Increasing access and representation for women in mosques is 
an important part of our work on gender equality. Last year, we launched 
a pilot programme to train and mentor Muslim women into becoming the 
mosque managers and trustees of tomorrow. 
The challenges facing Muslim women in British society are many, hence this conference 
took on a wide range of issues. From tackling Islamophobia to recognising the importance 

of mental health, from dealing with public scrutiny to safeguarding within organisations, there was an incredible 
amount to learn from a varied programme of speakers and workshops. 

This conference was one step towards a better understanding of 
how we can all work for gender equality and justice, emphasising 
responsibility for each and every one of us; men and women, in 
recognising and dismantling the barriers that Muslim women and all 
marginalised people face in society. 

The Qur’anic verse that informed this conference was: “O you who 
believe, be persistently standing firm in justice as witnesses for Allah, even 
if it be against yourselves or parents and relatives” (4:135)

With over 150 attendees, the day was structured between panel 
discussions and workshops. Keynote speeches were delivered by 
Mahmoudat Sanni-Oba, Suhaiymah Manzoor Khan, Rahima Mahmut, and Yassmin Abdel-Magied. 

A speaker panel entitled ‘Balance for Better’, chaired by Dr Myriam Francois included speakers such as Dr Shuruq 
Naguib, Muslim Women and Higher Education, Malia Bouattia, Islamophobia in Society, Zohra Khaku, Mental 
Health and Faduma Hassan, Local and National Politics. 

A series of workshops were also held on topics such as:

• Self-Defence: The Basics | Muslimah Sports Association | Delivered by: Dayang Uli

• Politics and Public Life | Delivered by: Zarah Sultana, Zahra Latif, Zamzam Ibrahim, Latifa Abouchakra

• Unconscious Bias and Privilege: What Can Men Do? | Delivered by: Naveed Somani, Vanessa Faloye 

• International Gender Justice | Delivered by: Muslim Aid, Lotifa Begum, Shahin Ashraf, Razan Saffour & Undleeb 
Iqbal

• Gendered Islamophobia | Delivered by: Dr Fatima Rajina

• Safeguarding | Delivered by: Muslim Aid, Zamzam Ibrahim

The event also saw the launch of the second Women in Mosques Development programme for 2019.
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Capacity Building
and Sharing Best Practice Between Our Members

#VisitMyMosque
Taking place on Sunday 3rd March for the fifth year, VisitMyMosque 
is a nationwide initiative that sees to mosques across the country 
opening their doors to welcome in people of all faiths and none.
• Over 250 mosques took part across England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 

Ireland, including many newcomers and mosques from all cultural backgrounds. 

• This year saw to a collaboration with the national charity ‘Keep Britain Tidy’ for 
the ‘Islam and the Environment’ theme, which inspired a number of mosque 
street cleans across the UK and many mosques to use re-usable water bottles 
during Ramadan! 

• In its lead up, the MCB also organised a ‘Big Mosque Street Clean’ in partnership 
with East London Mosque which saw to over 60 volunteers taking part.

• The project also saw to over 30 different ‘Friends of #VisitMyMosque’ supporting 
the project through social media and other promotional activities

• The MCB was also able to organise over 13 workshops across the UK to 
provide training and resources to help mosques host their open day, including 
Blackburn, Cardiff, Manchester, Glasgow, Birmingham, Bradford and many more!

• This year also saw to the creation of a new website for the campaign, with 
an updated resources page and map finder for individuals to find their local 
participating mosque 

This project was supported by Muslim Aid, Penny Appeal and the Aziz Foundation. 

For more information please visit: www.visitmymosque.org

Due to the acute lack of Muslim women’s spaces and access to management teams at mosques 
in Britain, the MCB launched a pilot 6-month Women in Mosques Development Programme 
in 2018.
• The programme saw 20 upcoming talented Muslim women across the UK be given bespoke training in topics 

such as charity law, managing volunteers, safeguarding, influencing and leadership styles, building confidence 
and board room dynamics amongst others, to support them in becoming the female trustees, committee 
members and project officers of their local mosques in future.

• The ladies were also paired over 6 months with a mentor, an existing mosque committee member of trustee 
(male or female), to share knowledge and experiences.

• Following completion of the course, five participants have decided to take their learning further by 
undertaking ‘Phase 2’, a voluntary placement in mosque committee or decision-making board and shadowing 
an experienced mosque trustee or committee member over a period of 12 months during 2019-20. 

• The alumni from the programme will be tracked and further help provided to aid their development and 
support them in future.

Women in Mosques Development Programme 2018
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Launched in late-2018, Welcoming Refugees is a joint project between Mercy Mission UK and the Muslim Council 
of Britain, aiming to provide a support infrastructure for mosques and other Muslim-led organisations to:

1. Support a vulnerable refugee family arriving to the UK from Syria for a period of at least 18 months as part 
of the UK Government’s Community Sponsorship program (based on the successful Canadian model)

2. Become more aware and effective at supporting refugees resettling in the UK in general

Awareness raising workshops were held in Manchester, Bradford, Birmingham and London and we are currently 
supporting 13 Muslim-led organisations to officially register with the Community Sponsorship program, with 
more organisations are welcome to get involved.

This project was made possible thank to the kind support of Mercy Mission UK and Aziz Foundation.  
www.mcb.org.uk/welcoming-refugees

Welcoming Refugees

Our Mosque Our Future – Manchester 2018
Our Mosque Our Future is an annual conference organised by the 
MCB, bringing together mosque leaders and volunteers from across 
the UK to share best practice and celebrate good work, but also to 
not shy away from asking the difficult questions on the issues we 
face.
Following the successful inaugural conference in January 2018, a second conference 
was held in Manchester in October 2018 with the theme #PeopleNotBuildings 
attended by over 400 delegates nationwide, thanks to the generous support of 
the British Muslim Heritage Centre, and sponsored by Wahed Invest and Al-Khair 
Foundation. 

Key note speaker Dr Timothy Winters (also known as Shaykh Abdal Hakim Murad), speaking about the new 
Cambridge Eco Mosque, emphasised the way forward for our mosques, and said, “a mosque needs to be inclusive, 
not a race temple. Do not allow it to be sectarian, but make them neutral.” The conference also featured over 30+ 
workshops, speeches and exhibitors and saw the launch of the beta Mosque Resource Portal (www.mcb.org.uk/
mosque )

The next Our Mosques Our Future conference will be taking place on 12 October 2019 in the Midlands with the 
theme #OurYouthOurFuture. For more information, see: www.ourmosquesourfuture.org.uk 

• A 2019 Women in Mosque Development Programme is being run for another set of 20 upcoming talented 
Muslim women.

This project was made possible thanks to the generous support of Islamic Relief. 
www.mcb.org.uk/women-in-mosques 
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Highly subsidised training workshops were held during 2018-19 costing less 
than £35 per person (and discounted further for members of MCB affiliates) 
on the following topics:

• Charity Law, Governance and Regular – including speakers from the 
Charity Commission

• Leadership Dilemmas: Practical Solutions – in collaboration with the 
Association of Chairs

• Hate Crime Awareness Workshop – in collaboration with CPS Muslim 
Network, Muslim Association of Britain and Association of Muslim Police 

Further training workshops are planned for 2019-20 in London, Birmingham 
and Manchester as part of continuing capacity building initiatives.

Training Workshops

MCB regularly submits responses to public consultations on key topics based on consultations with affiliates.

Below is a list of submissions during 2018-19. These can be downloaded online, alongside an archive of other 
submissions, at: www.mcb.org.uk/consultations-and-submissions 

• 5 June 2018 – Integrated Communities Strategy Green Paper - Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 
Government

• 8 June 2018 – Islamophobia Working Definition – APPG on British Muslims

• 12 June 2018 – Death Certification Reforms – Government Response - Department of Health & Social Care)

• 15 June 2018 - Submission to the Joint Committee on Human Rights on the Counter Terrorism & Border 
Security Bill

• 5 November 2018 - Parliamentary Briefing - Independent Review of Prevent-Counter Terrorism and Border 
Security Bill - House of Lords

• 12 November 2018 - BBC Editorial Guidelines Consultation – BBC

• 27 January 2019 - Response to Home Affairs Select Committee - Call for Evidence on Islamophobia - Home 
Affairs Select Committee

• 11 June 2019 - Briefing to the Home Office – Amendments to the Places of Worship Protective Security 
Scheme - Home Office

Consultations & Submissions
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Committee Reports
Legal Affairs Committee 
Chair: Ifath Nawaz
The Legal Affairs committee provide legal advice and representation to the MCB on various issues including hate 
crimes and discrimination. The committee also provides:

• Governance training to MCB and Affiliates

• Legal advice and representation on issues of importance concerning the Muslim community

The Legal Affairs committee are also looking to:

• Raise a budget to fund a post as Muslim issues require dedicated service

• Training for lawyers and leaders to enforce anti-discrimination laws nationwide

Monitoring Hate Communications
The Legal Affairs Committee have been monitoring hate communications received by the MCB via emails/calls and 
letters. The committee has been liaising with the police for an effective outcome of these cases, and have advised 
better security measures for the office, implementing phone line policies and training for staff.

Regular training programmes
• Leadership and Governance Training
• Education and Relationships and sex education and Muslim response
• Religious slaughter issues

• Hate Crimes

• How to Respond to discrimination:

• Schools and educational institutions

• Work place

• Public places

• Building Partnerships and Success Stories

Muslims in Europe
On 5th March 2019, Ifath Nawaz presented a talk to the Gulf 
Culture Club on the topic of ‘How have Muslims engaged 
citizenship in ways that mobilise different conceptions of identity 
and belonging? What constraints and predicaments map current 
challenges and opportunities?’ The talk was an open discussion 
about Muslims in Britain on issues of citizenship, inclusion and 
integration. Also in attendance was Abdool Karim Vakil, Lecturer 
at King’s College and former Chair of the MCB’s Research and 
Documentation committee. 
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Membership Committee 
Chair: Adrees Sharif
The new MCB website has helped the MCB to celebrate the fantastic work of our Affiliates and highlight key 
contributions they make within local communities shared through the “Community Stories” page. 

During the current term, the MCB also went live with a new Online Affiliate membership application process which 
has assisted the MCB in growing its Affiliate base. Indeed, the MCB is honoured to have welcomed many new 
Affiliates offering a diverse spectrum of services to their local Muslim communities.

1. New Affiliates 2018/19
• Muslim Giving Limited     London  Sep-18 (Local) 

• Peckham High Street Islamic & Cultural Centre  London  Mar-19 (Local) 

• Muslimah Sports Association    London  Mar-19 (Local)

• Essex Cultural & Youth Society    Essex  Mar-19 (Local)

• Muslims in Rail     Milton Keynes Apr-19 (Local)

• Council of Sri Lankan Muslim Organisations UK  Surrey  Apr-19 (National)

• An-Nisa Network     Nottingham Apr-19 (Local)

• Islambradford      Bradford Apr-19 (Local)

• Boulevard Community Centre    Preston  Apr-19 (Local)

• Nottingham Council of Mosques   Nottingham Apr-19 (Regional)

2. Next Steps to Build Affiliate Membership & Strengthen Affiliate Engagement
• support the development of a stronger MCB regional focus to better understand our existing Affiliates, their 

strengths and potential contribution to the MCB 

• help to provide greater visibility of MCB projects and help our Affiliates to participate in their delivery at a 
local level

• help in the development of resources for our Affiliates to support their work within their local communities 
e.g. Visit My Mosque Day, National Listening Exercises and Our Mosques Our Future Conferences.

Raising Awareness
• Series of seminars planned

• Dialogue with law enforcement agencies to be increased

• Increasing awareness within affiliates of issues

• Rolling out training in partnership with Muslim Staff Network at CPS and Association 
of Muslim Police 
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The ReDoc Committee’s purpose is to lead on research and discussion of topics of interest to British Muslims. This 
includes:

• Maintaining awareness of academic research affecting Muslims in Britain

• Engaging in projects that can provide an evidence-base for MCB’s advocacy and representation work.  

In 2018-2019 ReDoc has worked on three projects, conducted one round-table discussion,  and  members of its 
network have also represented the MCB at various consultation fora and conferences. The ReDoc chair, Dr Shuja 
Shafi, is the MCB’s lead on hospital chaplaincy, public health and Hajj health.New Project - Elderly Care Planning 
Study

MCB Archives Project
The MCB has a vast collection of paper and digital records that chart the work of the UK Action Committee for 
Islamic Affairs (UKACIA), the National Interim Committee for Muslim Unity (NICMU) and the MCB. This is in danger 
of being lost unless there is such a records management and archival project.  The long-term aim of this project 
is to establish an ’MCB Archive Collection’  to professional archival standards that will preserve the history of the 
Muslim community’s efforts from  the 1990s to build an umbrella body that unites and coordinates mosques, 
Islamic associations, charities and other institutions in Muslim civil society.  The archive will ensure the story of 
Muslim community development is not lost and can be accessed by researchers and historians to form part of the 
narrative of what makes modern Britain. As noted by an expert at the National Archives, “The archives of the MCB 
will be of significant research interest as well as being a tangible manifestation of the Muslim presence in Britain 
for the community itself”.  A modest start has been made in 2018-2019 to establish and apply retention criteria, 
with the aim in 2019-2020 to seek funding grants for employment of a professional archivist on a 1-year contract. 

Other faith organisations have well-established archives, such as those of the Board of Deputies of British Jews 
held at the London Metropolitan Archives, “The archive of the Board of Deputies covers virtually every facet of 
Jewish life in Britain in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries - assimilation, education, political emancipation, 
Shechita, anti-Semitism.”

ReDoc has benefited from the advice provided by AbdoolKarim Vakil and the work by Zakir Syed Rasul.

Roundtable Discussions
In November 2018, ReDoc welcomed Mohammad Ahmadullah Siddiqi, 
for a discussion on media representation of Muslims in the United 
States of America. Siddiqui holds the position of Professor Emeritus 
of Journalism & Public Relations at Western Illinois University. 
Attendees were introduced to Professor Siddiqui’s work and his 
analysis of how the Media across the Atlantic were influenced by 
anti-Muslim commentators including Daniel Pipes. 

Research and Documentation Committee (ReDoc)
Chair: Dr Shuja Shafi
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Appendix
Office Bearers, Advisors, National Council and Mandatory Committees: 
2018-2019

Office Bearers
Mr Harun Rashid Khan Secretary General

Mr Hassan Joudi Deputy Secretary General

Ms Zara Mohammed        Assistant Secretary General

Mrs Rashidat Hassan Assistant Secretary General

Mr Maswood Ahmed Assistant Secretary General

Mr Navshir Jaffer              Treasurer

Mr Lamine Konate             Assistant Treasurer
 

National Council
Nationally Elected 
Members Organisation

Mrs Talat Ahmed
World Islamic Association of 
Mental Health

Ms Zara Mohammed
The Federation of Student 
Islamic Societies (FOSIS)

Dr Walaa Ramadan Muslim Association of Britain

Ms Afusat Abiodun Idowu  
Akerele

Council of Nigerian Muslim 
Organisations

Ms Nuzhat  Ali Muslim Women of Merton

Mr Harun Rashid Khan Redbridge Islamic Centre

Mr Hassan Joudi Islamic Unity Society

Mr Miqdaad  Versi
Shia Ithna-Asheri Community 
of Middx (SICM)

Dr Abdullah  Faliq
Muslim Community 
Association (MCA)

Mr Sirajul  Islam East London Mosque Trust Ltd

Mr Mohammed  Kozbar Finsbury Park Mosque

Mr Mustafa  Al-Dabbagh Muslim Association of Britain

Mr Shabbir Ahmad Kawsar
Jamiatul Ummah School for 
Boys

Mr Adrees  Sharif
UK Islamic Mission (South 
Birmingham)

Ms Dinah  Yaqub Muslim Association of Britain

Mr Imran  Hamid UK Islamic Mission (National)

Mr Maswood  Ahmed Da'watul Islam UK & Eire

Mr Talha Jamil Ahmad Da'watul Islam UK & Eire

Mr Musleh  Faradhi
Muslim Community 
Association (MCA)

Mr Farooq  Murad Islamic Foundation

Mr Ahmed Abdul Malik Da'watul Islam UK & Eire

Mr Ibrahim  Mogra Khazinat Al-'Ilm

Dr Omer Hasem El-
Hamdoon

Muslim Women Society for 
the future

Mr Ufuk  Secgin
Hasene Humanitarian Aid UK 
(Hasene Aid UK)

Mr Bashir Taiwo  Zubair
Council of Nigerian Muslim 
Organisations

Mr Tahir  Alam Muslim Parents Association

Mr Jazeel  Fazy
Sri Lankan Islamic Forum UK 
(SLIF UK)

Mr Hasan  Ahmed
UKIM West London Islamic 
Centre

Mr Mamoon  Al-Hassan Muslim Youth Network UK

Zonally Elected Members 

Mr Mahomed Siddik Giga
East Midlands (Incl Notts & 
Derbyshire)

Dr Mohammad Shahzad  
Amin

Merseyside, Manchester, 
Oldham, Rochdale

Mr Fakhrul  Islam
North London, Beds. & 
Cambridge

Mr Navshir Jaffer
South London & Southern 
England

Mr Mohamed  Fadil
West & Central London, West & 
South West

Mr Abdullah Mohammad 
Ismail

West Midlands

Mr Goyas  Khan Yorkshire & North East

 
Preston, Blackburn, Bolton, 
Burnley

Dr Javed Gill Scotland

Mr Mohamed Raisul Islam Wales

Naomi Green Northern Ireland
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Directly Nominated Members – National 

Dr Emranul Haque
Muslim Community 
Association (MCA)

Mr Hasan Mueenuddin Da'watul Islam UK & Eire

Mr Toufik Kacimi
Muslim Welfare House 
(National)

Mr Usama Razi UK Islamic Mission (National)

Ms Firdous Arif
The Muslim Women's 
Association (UK)

Mrs Lana Al-Sumaiday
Muslim Women Society for 
the Future

Dr Abdul Azim Ahmed Muslim Council of Wales

Br Marwan Mohamed FOSIS

Dr.Sharif Kaf Al-
Ghazal                         

British Islamic Medical 
Association (BIMA)

Mr Maroof Adeoyo
Council of Nigerian Muslim 
Organisations

Mr Abu Jaffar Azzam Muslim Council of Scotland

Co-opted Members 
Sr Rashidat Adeyinka 
Hassan

Assistant Secretary General

Dr Shuja Shafi
Chair-Research & 
Documentation Committee

Ms Ifath Nawaz Chair - Legal Affairs Committee

Mr Asif Hussain  

Sr Koser Shaheen Association of Muslim Lawyers

Br Lamine Konate
Peckham Mosque and Islamic 
Centre 

Advisors

Mr Khalid Sofi Election Commissioner

Sir Iqbal Sacranie  

Dr Muhammad Abdul 
Bari

 

Mr Iqbal Asaria  

Dr Akber Mohamedali  

Dr Jamil Sherif  

Constitutionally Mandated 
Committees

Media Committee
• Chair – Harun Khan

• Secretary – Nasima Begum

Finance and General Purpose
• Chair – Navshir Jaffer

Legal Affairs
• Chair – Ifath Nawaz

Membership
• Chair – Adrees Sharif

Research & Documentation
• Chair – Dr Shuja Shafi
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The Muslim Council of Britain is the UK’s largest and most diverse 
Muslim umbrella organisation with over 500 affiliated national, 
regional and local organisations, including mosques, schools and 
charitable institutes.

“To empower the Muslim community to contribute towards achieving a 
cohesive, just and successful British society.” 

@muslimcouncil

MuslimCouncil.UK

MuslimCouncil.UK

MuslimCouncil

PO Box 57330
London 
E1 2WJ
E-mail: admin@mcb.org.uk 
Website: www.mcb.org.uk


